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Peter Maphumlo speaks
out against
_ apartheid.
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A group of Univeriity of
Illinois students holds a
weekly nude studying session, with sunglasstM· optional for the shy students.

Eastern to sponsor
business conferenee
As co-sponsor of a national
teleconference to be broadcast
from Spokane's City Hall, Eastern Washington University will
have the attention of viewers at
more than 50 sites across the
country on Friday, Dec. 6.
The teleconference, "Business
Mergers and Acquisitions," is
aimed at members of business
communities as well as business
students.
Beginning at 8 a.m. Friday, the
four-hour progr,am will originate
from Spokane's City Hall and be
transmitted via satelli~e to approximately 60 sites, said coor-dinator Bob Hille, director of the
EWU Spokane Center. 'I1he program will be broadc~st with the
production aid of KREM television. .
The program will feature a
panel of experts speaking on
corporate.. ·mergi!rs cii'td acquisition transactions. Panelists will
address the social ana political
impact of these activities and
their effect on the national economy .
After the discussions, panelists
will answer questions telephoned

in by viewers. ·:
Hille said tti.e idea for a "traditional" business conference originated about one year ago, with
HilJe and a local representative
from the E.F. Hutton Corp. Two
months into the planning cycle,
the two decided to turn the
· progra'!l into a t~leconference,
based on the success other universities have had with. similar
programs, Hille said.
"Typically, teleconference by
colleges and universities balance
out. The subscription fee will
underwrite om· cost," Hille said.
Each receiving site will pay
$650 to receive the program.
But the real gain, Hille said,
will be in the national exposure
Spokane and Eastern Washington
University will receive. Three
ten-minute breaks are scheduled
during the conference, and during these·;· prom6tions ~ill be
by Eastern, E .F. Huttbn and the •
city of Spokane..
Mediator for the broadcast is
Stuart Varney, economics correspondent and anchor of t~e Cable
News Network's ·" Daybreak"

run,

continued on page 12

EWU board renews
president's contract
-by Jess Walter
Associate News Editor
At their meeting Dec. 2, the
Eastern Washington University
Board of Trustees unanimously
voted to renew President H.
George Frederickson's contract
Monday; despite faculty opposition.
The board had voiced its support for l4"rederickson both before
and after a Nov . 5 referendum in
which the faculty. called for his
resignation.
Traditionally, · the board has
renewed the president's contract

jt the last meeting of each year.
Frederickson's contract does not
include an increase in pay or
benefits on his current $82,319 a
year salary.
The board also confirmed its
involvement in the Tri-Cities University Center, a joint program
sponsored by EWU, Washington
State University, the University
of Washington and Central Washington University. Among the
classes Eastern offers at the new
center aie P.ducation classes,
general studies and clinical
studies.

photo by Steven G. Smith

Berm Harrison, outdoor equipment repair specialist, readies skis preparing to hit the slopes.

Zone change ahead?
'::.J Mary Ann Morrow

Easterner Staff

A proposal is brewing in Cheney which may restrict the number of unrelated persons living in
one house.
The plan is spurred by Cheney
residents' "complaints of parties
and parking on .l awns," according to Tim Lawhead, assistant
city planner.
Three altemat.ivr:s to this problem have been reached:
1. To lower the standard to
have no more than two unrelated
persons living in the same household. A family of two related
persons can have one unrelated
person living with them.
2. To have-no more than three

unrelated persons living in the
same household with two related
persons.
3. To have no more than two
unrelated persons in one household in traditional family zones,
and no more than four unrelated
persons in one household in commercial zones.
Two public hearings have al..
ready been held to draw up the
proposal, and another will be held
Dec. 9 at 7 p.m. in the city council
cham~rs.
"After that, the plan will go on
to the city council, if adopted,"
said Lawhead.
According to. Lawhead, one· of
the alternatives will probably be
ad~pted by the ~ity council.

.

Winter may bring record snoufa/1
by Chris LeBlanc
· Associate Editor

Last month's record~breaking
cold will give way to warmer
weather, but we may be in for
record snowfall as the winter
progresses, according to EWU
meteorologist Bob Quinn.
According to- EWU statistics,
November's weather tied one and
broke two records set in 1955
which, before this year, was the
coldest November ever recorded . .
Last month's average temperature was 19.5 degrees compared
to 28 degrees in 1955. The coldest

day last month, Nov. 23, was -16
degrees compared to 1955's -12.
Finally, we received· 24.7 inches
Qf snow last month which ties the
1955 record.
November's weather "was so
impressive, it is among the top
six coldest Decembers," said
Quinn. " It rivals December and
you can guess we've had some
cold Decembers.' '
Quinn believes the extreme
temperatures and precipitation
were caused by sea surface temperatures.
Some meteorologists would say
there is "no cause" for the

extreme weather, said Quinn.
They would say there inherently
is a great amount of variability in
the upper stearing patterns of the
atmosphere.
"Meteorologists like myself
feel there are factors that influence and determine when major
storms generate in areas," said
Quinn.
Since the ocean cover, 80 percent of the earth's surface, it can
supply quantities of warm air or
lack of it. Cold water, when air
passes over it, creates cold air,
said Quinn.

continued on page 11
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Business qooming
at incubation center
which adds to their legitimacy
and gives them the opportunity to
concentrate on other things.
A conference room and library
can also be used by tenants.
Not all of the businesses that
use the incubation center use the
Airport Business Park office.
Half df the 18 tenants don't have
an office at the center. They can
still use the facilities and profit
from the human resources that
are offered.

by Jess Walter
Associate News Editor

.J

Morrison tire still·

under investigation
The cause of an early morning
fire that gutted a Morrison Hall
eighth floor room Nov. 22 is still
under investigation, according to
University Polic~.
Both University Police and the
Cheney Fire Department listed
the cause as a cigarette, probably
left burning while the smoker fell
asleep. However, Allen J . . Habhab, the room's occupant, claims
that he wasn't in the room at the
time of the fire.
The Department of Residential
Life has cancelled Habhab's contract and will send him a bill for
damages to the single room.
Those damages have yet to be
determined, according to Residential Life Director Marriane
Hall. Hall says that they · won't
push for reckless endangerment

charges against Habhab, but they
expect him to pay for the damages.
"He's the only tenant of that
room and it's his responsibility,"
said.Hall.
University Police Sergeant
Mike Tokarsyck said · that they
won't know if charges will be
filed until late ·n the week, when·
the district attorney will finish
reviewing the case.
The Cheney Fire Department
respgnded to the alarm at S. 810
Morrison Hall at 3:21 a.m. Morrison residents were evacuated
into Streeter Hall as part of a new
evacuation system, and the fire
was put out in a few minutes. By
4: 16 a.m :, the firefighters were
done and back in service.
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Among the human resources,
Stevens lists EWU faculty and
student interns. Faculty members are used with other members of the business community
as consultants and advisers to
help the small businessmen in
such areas as marketing, advertising and production. In addition, a list of private sector
attorneys and accountants who
assist the businesses at a reduced
price is kept at the center.
Businesses apply for assistance
from the center, and atter a
screening process that takes the
application past Stevens and a
review committee, a small percentage of the applicants are
accepted. The tenants must be
owner-operated, market a commercially viable product, plan
significant job growth, ..employ
.

Joint- ceriter defines role
I
I

by Chad Hutson
News Editor

At their second meeting last
Thursday in Spokane, members
of the board of the Spokane Joint
Center for Higher Education attempted to define their role and
determine how and what to do in
the future .
"The legislature missed several important points in defining
our role," said Richard · Ferrin,
chairman of the board, during the
meeting.
Defining words like "employers" and "coordinate" became
important to the board when
deciding how they '-".'ere to operate.
One point that seemed to be a
problem for the board deals with
the spending of the money from
Washington State University and
Eastern Washington University.
Each school gives $50,000 per
two year biennium. A question

,.

.

I,

I.:

was raised as to whether the
board 'could transfer unspent
f~nd~ ·within a biennium and from
biennium to biennium.
Another money issue came up
regarding how the board can seek
outside sources for money. It was
decided that the board could seek
extra money from anywhere it
needed.
Who will be the boss of the
board also became an issue when
the board could not decide if they
were to report to legislators in
Olympia or officials at EWU and
WSU.
"We are a creature of the
universities and we will report to
their respective boards," said Ed
McWilliams, WSU representative.
Both universities have proposals for the board to decide on,
but legislators want the board to
go slow on developing new programs.
One of these is a proposal to

$5.99
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lease spac~ in Spokane's Paulsen
Building for Eastern's physical
therapy program. That proposal
was approved by the board of
trustees Monday, and is now
waiting approval by the board of
the joint center.
EWU representative Jim Ray
-said the board should wait on any
decision until the members are
more sure of their role.
Other members agreed that
waiting is better, but if they are .
forced to make a decision on any
program, they will do it.
" We cannot be obstructive in
our role and if we postpone a
project because we don't think we
are ready then we are not serving
our purpose," said Nelson Grote,
community college representative.
"I'm uncomfortable with making a decision, but I'm more
uncomfortable with holding a ··
project up," he said.

Move vehicles
for snow plow

I

:

I

The EWU-sponsored Spokane
Business Incubation Center is
blooming, according to center
manager Charles Stevens, who
calls the seven-month-old center
a win-win situation.
"It's more successful than I
had hoped," said Stevens in an
interview Mo~day. "Right now
( incubation centers) are riding
the crest."
'
The center opened last April at
the Spokane International Airport Business Park. Originally,
only seven of the 112 small
businesses that applied for tenancy were accepted by the center.
Eleven businesses have been
added since then and Stevens
anticipates almost unlimited
growth.
"We want to create complimentary clusters and. new centers specializing in things like
food and retail businesses," said
Stevens.
The incubation center provides
both human and phy_sical resources, something Stevens says
new businesses often spend too
much money on, taking money
away from research and development. The center provides these
businesses a common secretary,
an office and a post office box

people from an approved · job
training program and be willing
to accept guidance and share
management responsibility. The
tenants then must pay a lease
rate for their 10' x 10' office and
phone usage, usually about $~40,
and pay for any services they
might receive.
The Spokane center, one of only
three incubation centers in the
Pacific Northwest, is the result of
a proposal from EWU President
H. George Frederickson to the
Board of Trustees. The plan was
approved in January 1985, and an
interlocal agreement for operation was signed by EWU, the City
of Spokane and Spokane·County.
The center is self-sufficient
right now because of grants that
it has received, but Stevens notes
that this is not the goal.
"This is part of our purpose as
a regional institution," he said.
"We're taking taxpayers' money
and this is a good way to give it
back."
The center does provide benefits for the university, according
to Stevens. Besides offering opportunities for students and faculty, it heightens EWU's visibility in the community, something
Stevens thinks is the best public
· relations the university can be
engaged in.

LUNCHEON MENU
Served from 11 :00 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.

Thurs., Dec. 5

Tomato Soup, Gr. Turkey/Chse. Sandwich, Beef/Mushroom Casserole, Deli Bar, White & Banana Bread,
Peanut Butter Bars

Fri., Dec. 6

Boston Clam Chowder, Creole Spaghetti, Hamburger/
Fries, Deli Bar, White & Whole Wht. Bread, Oatmeal

Cookies
Sat., Dec. 7

BRUNCH

Sun .. Dec. 8

BRUNCH

Mon., Dec. 9

Cream of Mushroom Soup, Hamburger/Fr:ies, Macaroni
and Cheese, Deli Bar, White & l>umpkin Bread, Snicker-

doodles
Tues.. Dec. JO

Tomato Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuit, Grilled Cheese Sand. wich, Deli Bar, White & Rye Bread, Ginger Snaps
Wed, Dec. I I Chicken Noodle Soup, Pizza Cheese Sandwich, Bacon
BurgersJfrics, Deli Bar, White & Whole Wht. Bread,
Chocolat. Chip Cookies

In order to expediate snow
removal on city streets, the Cheney Police Department ts reminding motorists that city ordinance K-61 requires all vehicles
to be off city streets during
periods of heavy snowfall.
This ordinance also requires
vehicles in the central business
district to be off the streets
between 2 and 6 a.m. Vehicles on
any other streets in the city must
be removed between 11 p.m. and
7 a.m. the next'night following a
heavy snowfall.
Periods of heavy snowfall are
defined as whenever two or more
inches of fresh snow has fallen.
Motorists not complying with
the law will be cited and face a
penaity·between $30 and $250.
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Campus News Briefs
I

Funds available

ISA potluck

Limited funds are still avail able in the State Work-Study
Program . A variety of jobs are
available off-campus . On campus jobs are limited to research assistants , teaching assistants and computer consultants.
If you are interested in working
and meet all of the following
qualifications , please come to the
Financial Aid and Scholarship
Office in SH 127. Qualifications:
Must be a Washington resident ;
must have previously applied for ,
and been determined eligible for
financial aid and have a remaining need; must have junior standing or above ; and must have a
declared major.

Tree lighting
A Christmas tree lighting ceremony will be held Friday, Dec . 6
from 4:30 to7 p.m. at the Spokane
Center.
During the .ceremony, a select
group of the EWU choir will sing
carols, and KREM-2 weatherperson Shelly Monahan will be
present.
Refreshments are provided
and everyone is invited to attend.

photo by Steven G. Smith

Norse histroy

All s tudents and faculty are
invited to attend a holiday potluck sponsored by the International Student Association Dee:. 22
from 4 to 6 p.m . on the second
floor of Louise Anderson Hall.
Highlights of the evening will
be an appearance by Santa Claus
and a tree-trimming ceremony.
Those wishing to attend are
asked to bring a potluck dish and
sign up in Patterson 204. For
further information call 359-2331.

Writers sought
The Easterner is looking for a
writer to fill the position of
feature editor for winter quarter.
The position pays $25 per issue,
and three to five credits can be
received by the student filling the
position.
Applicants should have some
previous writing experience and
must be enrolled as a full-time
( 10 credits) student at Eastern.
There are also several positions open for writers interested
in receiving credit as an Easterner staff writer.
For further information, call
359-6279; from Spokane call, 4586270, or sign up for Journalism

" Scandinavian-Norse," a program highlighting Nordic culture
will be presented at 11 a .m .
Saturday , Dec . 7, in the EWU
Planetarium located in room 241
of the scie nce hall .
Included in the ScandinavianNorse program is the history of
the Norse through the Vi1 ing age,
creation myths and the cosmology of the Norse, the Norse wir.ter
solstice festival of Yule and how
it is incorporated into the modern
Christmas celebration and Norse
belief on how the world will end.
For further information, contact Eileen Starr, planetarium
director , at 359-6391 or 458-6391 .

Guitar show
Classical guitarist David Mintz
will perform works by Bach,
Frank Martin, John Dowland,
Heitor Villa-Lobos and Manuel
Ponce at a recital Wednesday,
Dec. 11 at 7:30 in the Cheney
Cowles Memorial Museum.
The program is offered free of
charge as part of the museum's
regular Wednesday Night Program series.

100.

Eastern's computer programming team poses with their first.

place plaque. Members are Laura Mech (upper right), Lynnard
Mus (upper left), Jennifer Strous and Richard Lawen.

.:
I

Programmers earn
first place award
Eastern Washington University's computer team will co~pete in an international con:ipetition this coming February after
winning first place in a regional
meet in November.
The Ninth Annual Pacific Region Scholastic Programming
Contest of the Association for

JEAN SALE!

II

1,

Computing Machinery, held in
Beaverton, Ore., last month,
helped the computer team get to
the upcoming international com- petition.
.
Winners at this competition
will receive hardware prizes.
Last year, Apple Macintosh computers were the prize.

ARE
IN!
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Cross Country Skiing.

625 'B' St. across from
Cheney Medical Center

Feat, F,.. Deltvery•
Store address
Phone: 235-2000

....

_for the -whole family

Our drivers carry less
than S20.00.
Limited delivery area
Cl 19M OomW10'1 Plue. Inc.

Ill.

Beginner's Packages
Telemark and
Racing Equipment
Fischer • Karhu
• Sales • Lessons • Rentals
• Alpine & Nordic Fashions•
• Sierra Designs • Ascente

Complete
Packages
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THE
WINNERS:
1. Morrison
1st Floor

2. Dressler
4th Floor

-3. Streeter

s9300
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Reg. $162.00
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One coupon per pizza .
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Spokane, Washington
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Cheney
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editorial
The perfect gift

l
I.

For those of you who are starving college students who don't think
you can afford to give anything to anyone for Christmas, there is a
perfect gift, and it doesn't cost anything except a half hour of your
time.
That gift is the gift of blood.
The holidays bring slippery walking and driving conditions,
merriment and alcohol consumption and more accidents than any
other time of the year. They also bring that hustle and bustle rush
that leaves people thinking they don' t have the time to give blood.
But every year during the holidays, the Spokane and Inland
Empire Blood Bank has trouble meeting the demands on their blood
supply and donations are greatly needed and appreciated.
This year's blood shortage can be blamed in part to the AIDS
scare that leads people to believe the disease is transmitted by
giving blood.
Some cases of AIDS have been credited to blood transfusions, but
transfusions are just the opposite of giving blood. It is through
receiving contaminated blood that the disease can be spread, not by
donating.
To make your gift more versonal, it is possible to deposit your
blood in the name of a particular person or organization.
Membership in the family blood plan ,lassures that the people in
your family are eligible to receive all the blood they may need
without the obligation to replace or having to make a monetary
deposit--provided the blood bank is properly notified by the family.
If you still feel a little timid about giving up your own bfood, here's
a preview of what you can expect if you do give a donation.
First a nurse will check your blood pressure. If it's a Ii ttle low, she
may give you something to eat. She will also prick your finger to
check for coagulation and take your temperature. You'll be led to a
chaise lounge-type chair and given a peg to hold. Squeezing the peg
in a slow, regular fashion will help your blood flow. After cleaning a
point on your arm, the nurse will draw the blood. The next thing you
know, it's all over and the nurse will put a Band-Aid on your "owie."
Then comes the fun part--free lunch. You'll have your choice of
bakery goodies and pop, coffee, tea, orange juice or apple juice:
Easy, huh? And it doesn't take more than a few minutes.
The blood you donate will be used to sustain accident victims,
leukemia patients, burn victims, new-born babies and surgical
cases. You will probably never hear from the person who receives
your blood, but. you can rest assured that the recipient will be
grateful for the present you gave.
·
Even if Y«:>U do have plenty of money tq buy presents this year, the
gift of blood is worth more than an):thing you could buy in a
department store.
i

by Pam McVay

l

To the Editor • • •

Cheney citizens really care
In a world wh~re people are full of hatred,
animosity, terrorism, and general unrest toward
their neighbor, it sure is sobering to know there
are a few people full of the love and caring who
take responsibility toward their fellow man.
I am referring to people who possess these fine
qualities that live, work and go to school right
here in Cheney.
The other night I was fortunate enough to
participate in a food drive wit'1 a small group of
students interested in wishing less fortunate
families and individuals a happy Thanksgiving.
The students involved belong to the EWU
Circle K Club, a Kiwanis affiliated organi'zation
concerned primarily with community service
and volunteer work.

On this particular blustery evening, when the
temperature was hovering around the single
digits, the Circle K Club, and myself, embarked
on a door-to-door undertaking seeking donations
for the Cheney Food Bank throughout the
community.
What a response! With nary one individual,
every household responded exceptionally, over
and above the call of duty. Thanks to the Circle K
Club and especially the students and private
citizens of Cheney, who contributed, the less
fortunate of our community will have a joyful
Thanksgiving. The citizens of Cheney really
care! Thank you people of Cheney. I guess there
are good people in this world after all.

Troubles -won't end Editorials lack objectivity?
with iron fist rule
As finals week creeps upon ~s, Eastern Washington University's
Board of Trustees has fittingly -atteippted to drive the final nail into
the lid of a subject that has seen the university community at
unrest for almost one year. ,
In its second attempt at dosing the athletic issue that began last
year, the board has voted unanimously to extend the contract of
university President H. George Frederickson for another year.
Although the issue is athl.etics, it no longer involves the athletic
directors, the coaches or.the athletes. Its origin is athletics, but it no
longer involves any teams or events.
The two acts, the vote to extend Frederickson's contract and last
year's vote to extend athletic participation at its current level, bear
two similarities. On both -occasions, the board took action on an
issue that was desperately awaiting their address; however, as the
first served only to shift the matter to another point of focus, the
latter·has potential to widen the issue.
In last year's vote-the board's first attempt to solve the problem
once and for all-the board did solve one thing: it put to rest
questions concerning the fate of the school's athletic programs. In
so doing, it opened questions concerning the effectiveness of the
university president.
In this second action, the board has seemingly welcomed the
criticism and suspicion that surrounded last year's vote. By acting
OD an issue of great interest and importance without announcing it
OD the agenda, the board has, once again; deprived the university
community its opportunity to address their concerns to the board
prior to their vote. The board again seems to be saying, "We hold
the trump card here."
I've known foolish people before who had put their hand on a hot
bonier once, but never twice. Why, after seeing the effects of their
lint action, would the board act in the same manner again? Has
present trustee leadership lost sight of the true aim of the board: to
promote the best interests of the university?
I am not saying the decision was wrong. I am asking, can the
university be best served through such aristocratic means as
p:ese4t trustee leadership has seemed to have taken to hea.-t?
I would suggest that some of t)le criticism that has been, and will
be, directed toward Pr.esident'Frederickson may be better served

toward a higher authority. auia LeBlanc
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The first quarter has ended, almost, except for
finals week, so I thought it was time to evaluate
the object~veness of The Easterner staff, in
terms of its editorials. There were two main
issues this fall; that of the referendum on Dr.
Frederickson and that of athletics.
I will comment on Dr. Frederickson first.
Never once did you write an editorial supporting
him. Yes, you did mention some of the good
things he has accomplished here at Eastern, but
you over-shadowed these facts with the opinions
of the faculty. Did you ask the rest of the
administration or the students (excluding Gary
Roberts, of course) how they felt about Dr.
Frederickson'? You didn't ask me, and frankly, I
think he has done a good job. I am not saying I
agree with everything he has done, but I feel li~e
you did not report both sides of the issue.
After all, isn't that what you ~re supposed to do
as reporters'?
Now, athletics I I think it is time for the facuity
and The Easterner to loosen its grip on the
athletic department and find something else to
cling your claws to--something we all are

,

Jack Hawarth
Cheney

interested in reading--not what you are interested in writing about. I know you like to stir up
controversy, but shouldn't you report both sides
fairly to do so'? In his editorial several weeks
ago, Chris LeBlanc, when EWU lost to the
University of Idaho, made a comment that
Eastern might not be ready to compete at the
Division 1 level. Please Chris, don't try to be a
coach and evaluate our teams, we obvi,.>usly
have a great coaching staff, so stick to rear.orting
the news, and not biasing it. However, I am
interested in knowing if Chris thinks Eastern is
ready to soar in the Big Sky now, after beating
Idaho this past· weekend in the first round of the
play-offs? I will probably never get an answer to / the· question--at least never an honest one,
biased one yes, but never an honest one. .
It is nice to read about athletics and other
issues, both positive and negative, however, '11ae
Easterner is the only school newspaper I have
seen turn a winning season into a losing one (for
EWU as a whole-not just athletics)!
Mark A.Dunn

a

EWU1tudent
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Students encouraged to letters ... con rom page
Walter has ''bad taste''
complete 'incompletes'
t.

Students receiving an "incomplete" on their report slips this
quarter will automatically have
that converted to a grade of 0.0 if
required work has not been completed within the time frame
given by the course instructor.
This new conversion grade feature has been added to the
grading system this quarter, said
registrar Melanie Bell.
Faculty are now required to
identify a grade that an incomplete grade will be changed to if
the student does not complete the
work .
''This grade will more than
likely be a 0.0," said Bell.
Under the previous system,
instructors were required only to

indicate the work to be completed
and a dme limit in which it was
to be done. If the student did not
complete the work, the grade
remained an incomplete, said
Bell.
The purpose of the new system
is ''to encourage students to get
those incompletes made up,"
said Bell . Incomplete grades
showing on transcripts ha" been
detrimental to students trying to
get into graduate school, she
said.
Professors are required to fill
out a form that specifies the work
that needs to be done and the time
in which it must be done. A copy
of this form will be sent to the
student, said Bell.

Jess Walter's "Brew Review" (The Easterner,
Nov. 21) left a bad taste in my mouth. He really
insulted me and my friends who love generic
beer . Over the years, through thi~k and thin,
generic beer (otherwise known as Beer) has
been there for us. And now a fellow tippler calls
it a "Desperation Beer." Thanks Jess.
We all think Beer tastes great. But then, we
haven't spoiled our taste buds with those high
class suds you drool over like Schaefer and
Schmidt.
.
In your article, you stated that there's " ... not
much you can say about this beer that isn't on the
can." If you really knew your barley from your
hops, you'd know that generic beer has plenty
going for it. For instance, if you buy Beer in
bottles you get challenging word puzzles inside
the bottle caps (just like on Jeopardy!) so you
and your drinking buddies can engage in some
intellectual amusement while you kill your brain
cells (and generic beer kills just as many brain
cells per bottle as the expensive beers).
ric beer also works reat as a tub and tile

cleaner or to unclog a sink. I tried using a can of
your Schaefer to clear my sink and nothing
happened except my dad slapping me in the head
for pouring a perfectly good beer down the drain .
Generic beer is an excellent product steeped in
age old tradition. What a sight it was Thanksgiving Day as the generic beer Clydesdales pranced
along in the televised parade! (Incidentally,
those ill-conceived rumors about generic beer
being a liquid waste-product from the Clydesdales are a bunch of horse----. There's obviously
a perfectly valid reason that there aren't any
ingredients listed on generic beer labels) .
My down-to-earth friends and I aren't impressed by fancy packaging. We like a good. '.:asty
buzz at a low price and that's just what Beer
delivers. So Mr. Walter, if you really think Beer
is "sort of embarrassing to buy," you stick with
your highfalutin' Bohemian Club. We like the
good taste r,f Be:".", and the money we save comes
in handy for ger.e1 ic chips and pretzels.
Sincerely,
Kevin Byrne

Warnings tell smokers about more hazards
by Chad Hutson
News Editor
As I was thumbing through my
new Sports Illustrated I came
across a cigarette ad that looked
different.
The box in the lower corner,
usually dedicated the Surgeon
General warning, was bigger,
and a closer look at the box gave
the reason why.
There were more words inside
the box.
So I began reading the warning
label and it went sc,mething like
this: "Warning Surgeon General's office has determined that
smoking causes lung cancer,
heart disease, emphysema; may
complicate pregnancy."
The warning surprised me for a
couple of reasons. First, the
warning was placed higher up in
the ad so it.could be seen better.
Second, the warning carried in it,
some shocking information. Information that has usually been
avoided by the Surgeon Generals
office.
The Surgeon General always
gave those wimpy little warnings, up until a few months ago,
that always read, "Cigarette
smoking ,~ _y...--be- haz_crrdous to

your health." Then they got bold
and said that "cigarette smoking
IS ba~ for your health.''
I'm not a smoker and I remember seeing those ads and thinking, if I was a smoker I sure
wouldn't stop because some guy
named the Surgeon General told
meit was bad.
He is telling us some pretty
heavy stuff nowdays.
After calling the Surgeon General's -office in D.C., I found out
who the Surgeon is. Dr. C. Everett Coupe is the rson who issues
the warnings.
I cilso found o t there are a
series of warnings that have been
appearing in ads si~ce the middle
of October and that more are in
the making.
The reason for the influx of all
this. information is al result of the
Comprehensive S~o~ing Education Act of · 1984. \; his act is
designed to start i~forming the
public of the seriou~ hazards of
smoking.
I
.I thought it was about time that
someone started pushing smokers into realizing thJir habits arc
extremely deadly tojthemselves,
not to mention ttiose
around
I
them.
/

The Surgeon General gave cigarette manufacturers one year to
get ready for the new warnings.
These warning labels will appear
in a series of four that will be
rotated on a monthly basis by the
cigarette manufacturers.
Each warning describes, some
in detail, the hazards of smoking.
The other warnings are; "Pregnant women who smoke risk fetal
injury and premature birth,"
''Cigarette smoke contains carbon monoxide," "Quitting smoking NOW greatly reduces serious
risks to your health."
Tr.~ next question that may be
asked is what relevance does this
have to college students. And the
answer is, quite a bit.
The sooner smokers stop their
addictive habit with cigarettes,
the better chance they have of
recovering from the hazards of
smoking.
So there you have it smokers.
You can't say you don't know
about the side effects of cigarettes. There will be those ·who
say, "I'm going to die anyway so
what if I smoke," and •"I can't
quit."
If any of those "I-don't-give-adamn-about-lifers" thi'nk they

are so immortal that they won't
let a little warning stop them,
they are the one's who probably
never have seen a!}yone die of
lung cancer.
Then we have those who say
they can't quit, well there is hope.
The U.S. government, along with
groups like the American Cancer
Society, et al, have designed
workshops for those who want to
quit.
It is an addiction, ·but one that
can be overcome with work and
patience.
Others are getting serious
about getting the country to kick
the habit, like the State of Washington with their Washington
Clean Indoor Air Act.
It states, very clearly that
those who smoke are not only
presenting a threat of life to
themselves, but to others as well.
It defines where smokers may
smoke and where they can't. The
law also states that anyone
breaking this rule will pay up to a
$100 fine. Not many cases have
been reported of someone being
fined, but nonetheless it is an
incentive to be careful where you
smoke.
The health risk to non-smokers

is the smoke that is inhaled from
a burning cigarette in a room of
smokers is worse for the body
because it doesn't pass through
any filters. ·
With the many different warnings coming out, along with incentive workshops for smokers
who want to quit, maybe those
non-smokers who really want
smoking to stop will get their
wish.
This is not issued from the
Surgeon Gen~ral 's office but it
teJJs the story.

"Warning: Sucking on carcenagenic sticks (cigarettes) causes
cancer, brown teeth, emphysema, problems with pregnancy,
bad breath, your Ups to fall off,
yellow fingers, stinky clothes,
death. Reasons for quitting smoking are: it's reeeaalll bad for you,
Rambo doesn't smoke, your
mother told you not too, Santa
Claus doesn't smoke, it will save
you big buc'i,s, you always wanted too."

X-mas meaning lost
"Classes are fine ma,
but I've eaten so many
frozel'il dinners I have
chapped lips."

College Press Sefvlce

-

by Chad Hutson
News Editor
The plastic elves moved mechanically in the malls, the merchants all had their red and green
bows and ribbons on the walls
and every salesperson asked,
"Would you like to have that gift
wrapped?"
Gift wrapped? No, I don't want
my Halloween candy gift wrapped. 0.K., maybe that was a bit
early, but not by much.
This year area merchants in
Spokane started Christmas early.
Not with the intent of extending
the religious experiences associated with Christmas, but to get
the almighty buck.
Northtown and downtown merchants in Spokane said the last
few months of sales were bad and
pushing up the holiday shopping
by a couple weeks would help
their poor _sales.
I was insulted. I usually didn't
have any probJem with merchants selling their Christmas
stuff a couple of weeks into
November, but I can't help but

wonder how much more they will
lengthen the holiday shopping
season. It started this year right
after Halloween.
It is sad that we let such a
special celebration be dictated by
store owners playing on our
feelings for Christmas by encouraging us to buy more than we
really can afford.
For most families, November
is usually about the time they are
financially digging out of the last
Christmas.
Maybe we should get away
from the credit cards and shopping malls and celebrate Christmas for what it is for.
You say you forgot?
I'll give you a hint. We are
supposed to be celebrating someone's birthday. A guy by the
name of Jesus. Remember, he
was the one that died on the cross
for us?
For non-Christians that doesn't
mean much, but it still can apply,
by giving thanks for what's
around us and giving a lit 'le bit
more of our elves than we usually do .
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Ed's Really Hi-Tech school
could be just the ticket
by Jess Walter

Easterner Staff

photo by Steven Smith

Two Eastern students compete at a halftime egg rolling contest during the men's basketball game
against Seattle University Nov. 22.

X-mas tree
lights tonight
Cheney's Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring the city's
first Christmas tree lighting ceremony Thursday, Dec. 5, from 6
to 7 p.m. in front of Centennial
Mills on First Street.
As members of the Cheney
community, Eastern Washington
University faculty, students and
administrators are invited to join
in the festivities, which will include the singing of traditional
Christmas carols.
Santa Claus is scheduled to
make his first appearance of the
holiday season as well, arriving
- by fire engine at 6:30 p.m. with
plenty of Christmas cheer to
spread.
Members of the chamber will
decorate a tree near the flour mill
with Christmas lights. The Cheney Community Choir will be on
hand to lead the singing.

Pinochle party set
for Saturday night
Need a study break? Tired of
the Saturday night dorm scene?
Or perhaps you just haven't been
able to get a good card game
going since you came to school.

.,

Cheney's senior citizens have
the answer for you, as they once
again offer a pinochl~ party
Saturday, Dec. 7, beginning at
7:30p.m.

For $1.50 admittance fee, pinochle players engage in five
rounds of four-player pinochle,
with each round consisting of four
hands.

.

Prizes, donated by Cheney
merchants, are awarded to winners in various categories at the

end of the evening. Refreshments
are also served.
"I hadn't played any cards in
so long, I felt rusty the fir~t time I
played with the seniors," .said a
former Eastern st~den~, now li'ting in the community. But they
made me feel right at home.
Good cards and good company, "
he added.
The pinochle party, a monthly
event, takes place at the Cheney ·
·Community Center in the Wren
Pierson Building at Fourth and C
streets. Players need not have a
partner to participate.

t;:ii:}( .
t\

You've graduated from college, you owe $5,000 lo your
parent 's bank, and you don't have
a job. (Relax, you probably won't
graduate, but let's be hypothetical for a while.) You go down to
the student employment and
placement office and they have
two jobs in your field. One is at a
posh ocean-side resort in southern Lebanon. The other is a
guaranteed $3.35 an hour job at a
posh ocean-side resort in rural
Iowa .
About that time you turn on the
TV and some guy is telling you
what a great job his brother got
by going to one of those neat
computer schools.
"He's working on the future,"
the guy on the TV says.
"Well, why didn't you go to·that
school, you dope?" you ask. (No
wonder you can't get a decent
job, you talk to your TV.)
Now you are wondering to
yourself, should I have gone to
one of those technical schools?
You know, the ones with the
commercials about as professional looking as a third-grade production of Macbeth. Well, I'd like
to tell you about a special technical school.
ED'S REALLY, REALI,, Y
HI-TECH SCHOOL

Hi, I'm Ed. This is r11y hi-tech
school. Have you fallen behind
the times? At ERR HTS you can
catch back up.
Three really, really good professors work here at ERRHTS.
They come from really, really

hi-tech backgrounds and one of
them even speaks English, sort
of. We offer degrees in a number
of vary valuable hi-tech areas .
What number? Well, four to .be
exact. Janitorial Technology,
Software and Hardware Sales
(we even offer internships in
some great hardware stores),
and Calculator Literacy .
So why pick Ed's for . your
educational needs? Because we
can provide you with a good job
for the price of a good meal. Your
$38 tuition fee will provide a
diploma, lab time on our Texas
Instruments calculator and transcripts that will stand . up to
almost all, well some investigations.
Let's talk with a recent graduate, Mervin P. Leichman, presidential adviser:
"I graduated from ERRHTS
just two short years ago with a
master's in janitorial technology
and just look at me. I've lost sixty
pounds, married a beauty contest
winner and I work iri the White
Ho~se! Ed's worked for· me. I
hav~ a six figure income as the
president's special janitorial adviser. What are the six figures?
$1,236.79 a year. Just yesterday I
advised the president on a very
pressing matter. 'Ron,' I said,
'don't drain the sink until I get
that hair glob out of the pipes.'
Ed's worked for me."
A recent graduate tells it like it
is. That seems pretty reliable to
me. But don't take my word for it,
enroll at Ed's today.
And if the hi-tech world is not
for you, try Ed's Caribbean Medical School. I'm Ed. See you in
school.

Dave's Auto
½ Mile South From Stoplight on Spangle Road

• Foreign & Domestic Repair
• High Power Engine Repair
•Body ·& Glass Repair .
• New & Used Parts

24 Hour 'lowing
235~6123, Cheney

With spies like these
who needs enemies?
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Exiled South African gives
EWU students a dose of reality
by Philicia Wilson

Special to the Easterner

"Divestment is working," asserts an astute young South African exile during his recent address to EWU students. Peter
Maphumulo, a student at Whitworth College .and a victim of
apartheid, was forced to leave
his country seven years ago. His
father has been a political prisoner for 23 years.
Blacks in South Africa have
been fighting against the injustices of their government for
years, said Maphumulo. Apartheid, or separateness as Maphumulo defines it, is not an issue
that has only recently surfaced.
It is a system that has existed in
South Africa for decades. According to Maphumulo, the laws of
this system imply that there is a
race that is superior than others.
And the race that is not as
superior as the white race is
Peter Maphumulo
, nothing more than a source of
WY."-"a.N\A/1,,,..,'.NIJ'JWY.MMN"N''rlV"""-.....l"W"'ln.""1....,,rfV'll"'W'..-W'W"W'W"WI labor' said Maphumulo.
The 23-year-old exile explained
that what the western world is
seeing in the news is not the
beginning but a turning point.
118 Union
· ''The general beiief of blacks is
if
the South African issue is to be
235-6274
alleviated through a peaceful
process at this moment--the only
valuable alternative we have is
• •
c;lisinvestment by western nations," he said.
· And now that · the people of
• •
America and Britain are aware
of the struggle ip South Africa,
Maphumulc, stated that this signals to black South Africans that
apartheid is declining just as its
propagandous strategy of misinforming the western world.

N

Chem.ey Grange Supply

We Have Traction Sand . $2.79
•79
Windshield Washer Fluid
Gas Line Antifreeze ..... .
Winter Oriving Gloves

Don't Be Fooled By
Expensive Imitations
It's easy to be confused. After all ,
there are lots of beige PCs on the
market. The KAYPRO PC, however, has some very distinguishing
characteristics. For starters,
two disk drives and monitor are
standard . The KAYPRO PC screen
boasts the best of both
worlds - great color
graphics and perfect highresolution text . And,
unlike the competit_ion,
the KAYPRO PC has a
keyboard just like the
expensive IBM PC AT
- security lock
and all.

·r

•.

The South African government spe<1 king out against Apartheid.
has spent billions of dollars in
White children are being brutalpropaganda, stated Maphumulo, ized along beside black children
to give an impression of "politi- because of their resistance to he
cal patriotism and a misconcep- system , he explained.
tion about the realities of life in
According to Maphumulo ,
South Africa.''
white South Africans had chosen
MaphumuJo commented that previously to be ignorant to the
even now when the media show problems of Apartheid because of
Blacks fighting each other in the their economic status . "It's very
streets of South Africa and offer normal for human beings who
no explanations, it is propagan- have luxurious standards of livda . "It is to give the impression ing not to be concerned about the
that blacks are not capable of welfare of the underprivileged,"
he said.
"We knew that economic sanc"We knew that ecotions would force them to go
nomic sanctions H-Ould
hungry like us, to. go without
three
meals a day.'' Blacks do not
force them to go
suffer from divestment, he addhungry like us, to go
ed, ''They are accustomed to
without three meals
living under the poverty line.' '
However, Maphumulo invited
a day."
his audience to assume that
blacks would suffer . "What
ruling the country." This put fear would you say about the founding
into investors that Blacks ~ould fathers of this country who had to
ruin the country, the communist fight against the British in 1776?
would .eventually take over, and Didn't they sacrifice to make this
. investors would lose their money, country a better place for you? "
he added.
he asked.
In restropect, there are more
Maphumulo concluded that to
blacks who are capable of gov- the young blacks of South Africa,
erning the country-harmoniously the future of their country is in
than there are whites, stated their hands. It is. the young who .
Maphumulo. "For years, the are fighting in the streets, mostly
United States and Britain have high school students, he said. "It
been countries economically and is not a question of color. They
morally behind South Africa. are fighting against the system .
South Africans know they can We acknowledge that South
only survive with the sympathy Africa belongs to all those who
of American citizens," he said.
live in it irrespective of color.''
Because of the economic sancAccording to the young exile,
tions, for the first time white for the blacks of South Africa, "It
students have join·ed with bJacks is better to sacrifice their lives by
to protest in the streets of South a noble death, if by dying South
Africa. White communities are Africa will be free one day.''
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The KAYPRO PC, with its
8088 CPU and 256K RAM (expandable to 640K), provides 100%
IBM PC or PC XT compatibility. It's got nine slots for easy expandability
and service. Plus, every KAY PRO PC buyer gets a generous collection
of quality business software, such as WordStar, absolutely free.
But, best of all, you can distinguish the KAYPRO PC from the others
by the sticker on the box that says· "Made in the U.S.A." See the
KAYPRO PC difference at your Kaypro dealer. You'll know that
ICaypro Me•n• Bu•ln••• - No Fooling!

Trademarks:
IBM International Business Machines:
WordStar. MicroPi'o International
CORPORATION

·su11nled Retail Price

Innovators of Electronic Products for Over 33 Years

KOMPUTER KOBNER
N. 2001 Monroe - Spokane, WA 99205
(509) 326-7253
Authorized Kaypro Dealer

Hiring college grads is something the Army
has always done. And lately, we've been doing
a lot more 0°f It. .
In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000 college
grads chose to begin their future c.1s Army
· officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity to
develop valuable leadership and management
skills early in their career.
·
Others were impressed with the amount qt
responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the Idea of serving
their country aroun(I the world.
Interested? If you have at least two years
left at EWU, then you can start preparing for

the job right now, with Army ROTC.
ROTC is a college program that trains you
to become an Army officer. By helping you
develop your leadership and management
ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate future,
too. Through scholarships and other financial
aid.
So the next time you're thinking about job
possibilities, think about the one more recent
colle~e graduates chose last year than any
other.
For more information, contact Captain
'Bruce Hilling in Cadet Hall at 359-6104 or call
toll free from Spokane 458-6288.

ARMY ROTC.

BE AL·L YOO CAN BE.

..
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Prison shows students maximum Security
Eastern criminal justice students touring the Washington
State Penitentiary learned some
realities of prison life like the
homemade knives below, found
hidden in immates body cavities.
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For the eleven EWU students in
Bob Morgenstern's Criminal Justice
460 class. touring the Washington
State Penftentiary at Walla Walla on
Nov . 7 was a normal field trip.
The field trip was the seventh one
the class had taken as part of the
Penology class which visits various
security level prisons in the Pacific
Northwest and Montana, Morgenstern said.
But Walla Walla was the first
maximum security prison they visited, he added.
Dreary skies and partial showers
greeted the class after a four hour
drive from Cheney, and the group
was ushered into an indoctrination
room where Administrative Assistant to the Superintendent Marty
Lyons addrnssed the class.
" Walla Walla is where the most
dangerow•, prisoners in Washington
are sent," Lyons said . "And if we
can't control them, then where can
they go'r"
Visitation rules, prison statistics,

general custody procedures and various weapons confiscated from the
prisoners were shown to the class
during the indoctrination.
"Prisoners can make weapons out
of anything, " said Lyons, as he
displayed a filing drawer rod filed
into a pick and some valuable
home-made stainless steel knives
which could bypass the prison metal
detectors.
The knives were discovered during body cavity searches, Lyons
said .
Answering further inquiries,
Lyons said that inmates would wrap
the knives before inserting to avoid
self-harm, but sometimes these or
other items would get stuck and then
have to be removed surgically, he
added.
.
The class had to sign no-negotiation hostage forms before being
allowed to tour the prison.
Correction guard Sergeant Ron
Montgomery then escorted the stu-.
dents to the recently constructed
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Before the prisoner riots in July
1979, inmates were allowed to hang
out in these areas, said Sutton. But
after the riots, the open areas were
sectioned off and inmates were
required to be in specific areas at
prescribed times.
The students were shown the
gymnasium, various work and recreation areas, the now-vacant open
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484-1226 I

North 5023 Addison
Spokane, Washington

yard areas and cell block wing 7 and
8, where four inmates share a cell.
Eastern student Jim Nelson commented on the empty open spaces
throughout the penitentiary.
"I sort of wondered where all the
prisoners are," he said.
• At the end of the tour, Lyons
ushered the students back to the
indoctrination room to answer questions .
Lyons said that prisoners are
some of the most physically ill
people around and that the prison
faces large medical bills .
'' After abusing their bodies by
using drugs, booze and poor living
conditions for years, their bodies
start to wear out when they're 40 to
45, " Sutton said.
On the trip back to EWU, student
Kim Hodgson said that she was
impressed with the professional attitudes, efficient procedures and the
good tour the group had at Walla
Walla.
Criminal Justice major Shandy
Cobane agreed .
"If I wanted to pursue a corrective
custody career, then Walla Walla is
the place I'd want to go to," he said.

:
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After a short tour of the minimum
security facility where prisoners are
prepared for reentry into the outside
population, the students were taken
inside the main penitentiary.
Before being allowed inside the
main prison, the tour group had to
remove all metal objects and pass
through a metal detector .
Lyons rejoined the students and
escorted the group to Blood Alley,
Lifers Park, the Big Yard, People's
Park and other areas.

----•

Book:, & Gifts
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medium security prison where the
group ate lunch before to.u ring the
complex.
Prisoners who llave three to five
years left to serve on their sentences
are housed there, Montgomery said.
The medium security prison buildings are three story, 100-man, singleperson self-contained cells which
provides a sink, toilet, light, bunk
and a satellite-cable television set
for each inmate.
Montgomery responded to students questioning the apparent lmcury of a cable system by explaining
that it helps to relieve inmate
boredom, which is a major cause of
prison violence.
Eastern students observed the
transfer of prisoners from the cells
to the adjacent cafeteria from an
interior control tower, before being
led to the minimum security section .

:
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Say Goodbye ·
to Savage House

$1 OFF -

la-rge or giant
PIZZA

VINCE NOVAK
OWNER
3190 N. DIVISION
SPOKANE, WA
99207
327-8938

N. 7 WALL Sl .
SPOKANE, WA
99201

624-1289
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EWU shocks Idaho in playoff miracle
f

by .J eff Wark

Sports Editor

The Big Eagle in the Sky was
peering into Ida ho 's Kibbie Dom e
a fterall.
With the mysti fying help of
perha ps som e divine winged
overseer , lhe Eastern Eagles
shocked the favored Idaho Vanda ls, 42-38, in a mira culous lastsecond victory at Moscow Saturday in the firs t round of the
Di vision 1-AA pla yoffs .
The las t time a n Eastern Wa shington Uni versity football tea m
made the pla yoffs was 18 years
ago in 1967 when a ffiliated with
the lower -level NAIA .
In contempora ry EWU footba ll
history, this class ic confrontation
may be remembered as The
Mira cle a t Moscow featuring
THE Run in THE Game.
Enthusiastically sporting a 3524 lead with 11 minutes left in the
g~m e, the injury-riddled Eagles
fell sullenly behind 38-35 on a
Brian Deci cio 17-yard field goal
with a paltry 1: 03 remaining.
Facing near insurmountable
odds--third-and-10, 90 yards from
paydirt and 21 seconds left--the
Eagles marched up to the line of
scrimmage and dug in for their
date with destiny .
Irrepressible record-breaking
quarterback Rick Worman took
the snap, dropped back deep into
his own end zone, and spiraled
a soft screenpass to 1000-yard
tailback Jamie Townsend .
Townsend garnered in the short
pass near the right sideline and
commenced THE run. Evading
Idaho tacklers while building up
steam , Townsend snaked down
the right sideline before dramatically bolting into the clear on
his way to an ultra-clutch 73-yard
catch and THE Run to the Vandal
17.
Worman , magically scrambling away from intense Idaho
pressure all a fternoon , saved the
best trick in his prop chest for
last, as do the great ones.
Following Townsend's heroics ,
Worman laterally rolled left for
what seemed an enternity. Hanging on to the ball until the very
last milli-second before crossing
out-of-bounds., Worman threw
away from his momentum to
leaping tight end Eric Riley .
Rising up between stunned
Vandal defenders, Riley snared
the golden aerial , secured it
tightly , and fell across Idaho's
goal line to complete an unbelievable 42-38 Eagle playoff win with
12 seconds le'rt in the contest.
Eagle Coach Dick Zornes pulled out all the stops in this
coaching masterpiece which
prompted UI Coach Dennis
Erickson to resign his position
with the Vandals and take over
the head-post at the University of
Wyoming with a lucrative contract.
Zornes wanted to keep his
banged-up defense off the field as
much as possible, thus, two successful onsides kicks,· and an
efficacious fake punt that set the
tone and led to a touchdown.
Worman threw his only interception of the afternoon in the
game's opening-drive but had the
ball back three plays later following a fumble by Idaho's big-play
receiver Eric Yarber.
That was the only reception
Yarber would make as his knee
was injured on the tackle and
recovery by Eagle hitman Rob
Friese.

f.

QB Rick Worman was magnificent in Saturdays 42-38 playoff win over Idaho
Worman guided the Eagles 62
first down at Idaho's 26.
yards in nine plays culminating
Three plays later Townsend
catapulted himself in from the 3
in a 7-0 Eastern advantage foland Eastern led again 14-7.
lowing end Jon Vea 's 16-yard
touchdown catch. Vea hauled in 8
Unable to score after Bentley
passes in THE Game for 81 yards
Williams recovered an onside
• kick , the Eagles punted away and
to lead EWU receivers.
Idaho quickly drove 81 yards in
The Vandals, which punted the
eight plays to knot the battle at
ball only three times all after14-14.
noon, drove 73 yards with their
Aided by a roughing-the-kicker
·next possession and tied THE
penalty, Worman ·deftly mixed
Game at 7-7 on a tricky 1·.alfbackthe pass with the run in a 15-play
option pass .
drive that put the Eagles back on
The Eagles faced fourth-and-6
top 21-14 following Worman 's
from their 46 when Zornes reach1-yard sneak .
ed into his magic · black bag of
But Idaho quarterback Rick
tricks. The punt snap went to
Sloan capped a 70-yard , 13-play
Friese instead of Eric Stein and
scoring dri ve by connecting with
Friese blew 28 yards to a huge

photo by Steven G. Smith

Scott Auker from 12 yards out to
tie THE Game 21 all at the half.
Decicio opened the second half
with a 29-yard field goal to push
Idaho ahead of EWU at 24-21.
Eastern punted their next possession but had the ball right
back after a fumble recovery by
defensive lineman Mike Kingston.
Eight plays later Worman
again called his own number
from the 1 and Eastern was up
28-24.
Failing to capitalize after
another successful onside kick
and a Russ Elliott interception,
the Eagles finally struck follow ing a Pat Godsill fumble recov-

ery. Craig Richardson latch don
to a 30-yard bomb to set up
receiver Tracy Poffenroth 's 9yard to uchdown reception that
seemed to give Eas tern a little
breath ing room at 35-24 with
exactl y 11 minutes remaining in
the game .
Playi ng their usua l sta rti ng
QB , Scott Lineha n, the prior two
possess ions to see if he could
spark the Va ndals to somethi ng ,
E ri ckson wisely went back to
Sloan who took onl y three plays
a fte r Poffenroth 's score to get
Idaho in the end zone and game at
35-32 fo ll owing a two-point conversion.
The Vandals got 44 and 27-yard
fi eld goa ls out of Decicio on the ir
next two possessions to go ahead
38-35 , seemingly wi th victory ,
un til Eas terns ' Miracle a t Moscow on THE Run in THE Ga me in
the waning seconds tha t sa w
EWU players mournfully weeping just seconds be fore THE Run .
Worman threw three TD passes
a nd ran for two as he went over
the top for 354 yards on 29 of 53
pass ing . Townsend , THE Runnee , ran and caught the ball for
167 yards . Year-long leading
EWU tackler Chris Seidel had
nine stops along with safety
Garrick Redden as Russ Elliott
accounted for both Eastern interceptions .
The Eagles lost to Idaho in
their first meeting this year ,
42-21 .
EWU improved its record to 9-2
with the help of six Vandal
turnovers . The Eagles square off
against the Northern Iowa Panthers this Saturday in their
domed Stadium a t 10 a .m. in
Cedar Falls , Iowa .
With three starters injured in
the offensive line , along with a
multitude of ailing defensive
players, the Eagles will have
their work cut out for them .

Eastern over ISU
Jamie Townsend sped 80 yards
with a screen pass to bust open an
Eastern Eagle victory against
the Idaho State Bengals Saturday , Nov . 23 in Pocatello, Idaho.
The game Eastern had to have
to qualify for the playoffs was
eventually won in convincing
fashion, 42-21 .
Kevin Larew caught two Rick
Worman touchdown passes as
Jon Vea and Townsend caught

one each. Worman also ran one in
himself with the final tally coming on a 32-yard run on a fake
punt by safety Garrick Redden.
Linebacker Chris Seidel once
again paced the defense with 14
tackles as Rob Friese, Mark
Cordes and Kevin O'Connor all
had crucial interceptions.
Fourteen-point second and
fourth quarters propelled EWU
which had 492 yards of total
offense in the contest.

N. l o w a - - - - - - - - - - - - - From page 11
as each week goes on. "
Besides those injuries already
listed, EWU backup fullback
Chris Isaacson injured his knee
against Idaho. The extent of his
injury is unknown, but he is listed
as doubtful for this weekend .
The extra week off is helping
Northern Iowa heal some of its
bumps and bruises, as they enter
the game with a IO-game winning
streak. The young Panther squad
opened their season with a 24-9
loss to Drake, then registered a
big l(H; victory over Kansas State
(a 1-A team) to start the win
streak. Triumphs over Southwest
Missouri State (38-17), Delaware
State (37-17) and Illinois State
05-3)-all 1-AA ranked teams
during the season-helped get

UNI into the playoffs.
UNI head coach Darrell Mudra
is one of the winningest active
coaches in the nation , sporting a
current 182-73-3 career record in
24 years as a collegiate head
coach. His win total ranks him
second in 1-AA and fourth overall
(including 1-AA teams ) . His .711
winning percentage ranks him in
the top 10 among 1-AA coaches.
EWU's Dick Zornes has a .7<Yl
winning percentage in seven
years at EWU. Besides UNI,
Mudra was head coach at Eastern Illinois, Florida State, Western Illinois, Arizona, North Dakota State, Adams State and Montreal of the Canadian Football
League.

We Deliver Heating Oil

Bill's FILLS
103 First - Cheney

235-4400
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Cagers much improved
by Jess Waller

Associate News Editor

The Montana Grizzlies survived a furious second half comeback by EWU's men 's basketball
team to record a 59-56 victory at
Reese Court Monday night.
Grizzly guard Scott Zanon put
Montana ahead for good when he
converted a steal into a layup
with just under three minutes to
go. Larry Krystkowiak , twice
named the Big Sky 's most valuable player, sank two free throws
with one second remaining to
finish off the scoring.
Eastern trailed by as many as
16 points in the first half but with
three inside baskets from John
Randa , trimmed the lead to 7 at
the half.
Roosevelt Brown led the second
half rally , keeping it close until
Randa put the Eagles ahead for
the first time, 43-42, with 11
minutes remaining. Dexter Griffin gave Eastern its final lead,
55-53, but Larry McBride scored
and then Zanon made his steal
and basket.
Krystkowiak led all scorers
with 22 points. EWU was led by
·Brown's 14 points . Griffin and
Randa each scored 12 and Randa
led all rebounders with 14, as
EWU won the battle of the boards
33-29 over the taller Grizzlies.
Leroy Dean chipped in eight
points and a game-high 10 assists.
Eastern opens a tough road trip
tonight against Weber State, then
travels to Moscow Saturday to

play Idaho , and to Pullman a
week later to play Washington
State.
Foresight is fine , but hindsight
is especially satisfying this week
when talking about the big win
Saturday in Fresno. After losing
62-50 Friday against host Fresno
State, the Eagles stunned San
Diego State, which earned a
berth into the NCAA Tournament
last season.
Reserve forward David Banks
was the star, hitting a tip-in with
no time remaining in the second
overtime to give the Eagles the
win. He also hit a game-tying
layin on a pass from Leroy Dean
that sent the game into the first
overtime. Banks finished with 14
points and 11 rebounds, both
season highs for the transfer
from Sheridan, Wyo., Junior College. Banks was so jubilant after
his game-winning tip-in, he immediately took the ball and dunked it at the other end of the court.
,13ut while Banks was the star,
defense was the key, Folda points
out.
"We took away the things they
do best," he explained. "That
was their fastbreak and dribble
penetration. When we did that, it
took away a lot of their offensive
production. They live on those
two things."
"It was no fluke," Folda added
of the win. "There were a couple
of times we could have hung it up
and threw in the towel, but
nobody gave up. That was our

Guard Roosevelt Brown, hu led Eagles to its 5-2 mark
biggest win at the Division 1
level. So far."
EWU forward Rob Otis was
named to the all-tournament

team after scoring 29 points on
14-of-25 shooting in the tournament. Roosevelt Brown scored 11
and 12 points in the two games as

photo by Steven G. Smith

both he and Otis have now scor1t.'<l
in double figures in all seven
Eagle games.

Women hoo}Jsters hope to gain experience

,, .

Smithpeters, whose team also
beat Whitworth, 73-43, Tuesday.
"I think we're at a point where
we have ~o play a lot of games to
improve and that's what we face
in the next few days. We're going
to see a lot of good competition
which is important so we can get
to a point where we feel more
comfortable and have some confidence in what we're doing."
"We can't expect to be pictureperfect · so soon,'' Smithpeters
said. "We have too many freshmen and sophomores in the lineup that we can't expect too much
out of them too soon."

Carrying the load recently, at
least until two-time All-Mountain
West Conference selection Brenda Souther becomes eligible, has
been 6-foot-l senior post Cristy
Cochran. Cochran is averaging
17.0 points and 8.0 rebounds per
game, including a 24-point, ninerebound performance against
Idaho and its twin 6-foot-4 towers.
"That was the best total game I
think Cristy has played in her
four years here," Smithpeters
praised. "That's the kind --of
performances we have to have
fro'!} experienced players like
herself.''

CORFIDERTIAL,
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All Birth Control Methods & Supplies
Pregnancy Testing· & Counseling
Medical & Socia.I Service Referrals
Community Education Programs & Tra.ining
Welfare Medical Coupons Welcome!
Monday thru F ·1a.y • Day & Evening Hours
• Call 326-21 'i:2 for an appointment
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N.
Iowa
preview
Jamie Townsend running for
,

Two of the newer kids on the
block in NCAA Division 1-AA
football will attempt to knock
each other's block off this Saturday as Eastern Washington Uni versity 's Eagles travel to the
University of Northern Iowa Panthers for the quarterfinal round
of the NCAA Division 1-AA playoffs .
Kickoff is set for 10 a.m .
Pacific time at the UNI Dome in
Cedar Falls , Iowa . Cedar Falls is
located about 100 miles Northeast
of Des Moines .
The Panthers have been in the
1-AA ranks for just four years
while the Eagles are in their
second year at that level. UNI
has compiled an impressive 2914-1 mark in the past four years ,
including a 19-3 record in the past
two . Eastern is 16-4-1 in the past
two seasons .
Last week Northern Iowa ,
ranked fourth in the final 1-AA
poll , had a bye in the first round
of the playoffs while the Eagles
took part in a shootout at the
University of Idaho. The Eagles
prevailed in the final seconds

excellence on and off field

42-38 .
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Tailback Jamie Townsend runs to daylight
by Don Schaplow

Standout Eastern tailback,
Jamie Townsend, is psyched-up
about the upcoming playoff
games ahead of the Eagle football team .
" We're pumped up and really
excited for this game with Northern Iowa," said the 169-lb. sophomore. " Everyone is intense. If we
win on Saturday, it's only one
more game and then it's on to the
championship."
In last Saturday's game
against Idaho, Townsend set up
the winning touchdown with a
73-yard catch and run from
scrimmage .
,
" The play was design'e d for a
first down ," Townsend said, "I
planned to get 10 to 15 yards or so
but some good blocks were made
and some good holes opened up. "
Th e 5-foot-11-inch tailback
gra duated from Pasco High
School in 1984 and was a threesport letterman. He received allsta te honorable mention in footba ll a nd was picked for the state
all -star game as a senior . He was
a lso his team 's captain as a
senior. Townsend was an all
Ri g-N ine basketball player and
hi s lea rn 's most.valuable player.
To wnsend's college accomplishments include lettering as a
reserve tailback in 1984, 'and
breaking the 1000-yard mark this
season . As his biggest moment in
coll ege football, Townsend.refers
to his 210 yards against Montana.
He's scored 11 touchdowns and
has averaged five yards per
carry, and with an i-njury-free

An offensive battle could be in
the works again for the Eagles
against the Panthers this Saturday . UNI is averaging 31.1 points
and 438.8 yards in total offense
per game, while the Eagles are
averaging 33.4 points and 457 .8
offensive yards.
"It looks like they've got a lot of
great athletes," EWU head coach
Dick Zornes said after. a brief
look at Northern Iowa's game
films on Sunday. "Their quarterback throws the ball very well,
and they seem to blend the run
and pass together effectively.

career thus far , Townsend should

at Eastern and enjoys all the

have an even bigger future ahead
of him.
Townsend noted that coming
from high school to college football was a big switch because· of
the increase in the amount of
people trying out for positions.
The Eagle tailback is happy here

guys on the team. Townsend is
also a fine student who keeps his
classwork a priority.
His positive attitude, classroom skills, and athletic abilities
make Jamie Townsend the perfect example of a fine student
athlete.

"Style is a Matter of Opinion"

Hair Company
for your choice of design

Our Resumes Open Doors

112 College St.

235-5169
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Continued on page 9

NEED A JOB?
GRADUATING?

Please Call

f

Their line looks big and strong on
both sides of the ball. It's going to
be a difficult game for us ."
But Zornes' biggest concern
right now isn't Northern Iowa, its
finding enough bodies to fill in
areas recently devastated by
injuries. Most notable is the
offensive line, where David
Flutts and Ed Simmons are both
fighting knee injuries · and are
questionable yet hopeful J or this
week 's game. EWU ,has already
lost guard Andy Allan for the
season because of. a pinched
nerve in his neck.
Tim Murphy , a player that
hadn't played a down during the
regular season, and Mike Nordin,
who hadn 't played much more
than that, filled big holes against
Idaho. l\1urphy took over the
starting position vacated when
strong guard Flutts injured his
knee during practice. Nordin took
over for Simmons at strong tackle when he injured his knee early
in the game. Said Zornes : " We
got a great effort from a couple of
people that literally haven't played for us this season. They 're
both tough kids and had a whale
of a ballgame."
Defensively EWU has lost two
starters, Dan Moriarty and Bill
Allena, and two key reserves for
the season, and playe~ ..)Yilflout
strong safety Mark Cordes
against Idaho because of a shoulder injury. Outside linebacker
John Eddy a!so played sparingly
because of a shoulder injury.
" My biggest concern right now
is our injury situation," Zornes
said. " We're just trying to fill
some holes in the lineup. It seems
like we're getting more beat up

•
•
•
•

Cover Letters
Brochures
Resumes
Computerized Job Search

W. 933 Monroe #111
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FISHERS OF MEN
BIBLE BOOKSTO~E

\

"Show me your ways, 0 Lord, teach me your
paths; guide me in your truth and teach me, for
you are God my Savior, and my hope is ir1 you all
day long." (Psalm 25, Verse 4 and 5, N.I.V.)
BIBLES-CHRISTIAN LITERATURE & SUPPLIES FOR ALL AGESIN CHENEY!
40 l First St. (at the traffic light)

235-8044

SUPER BURGER . .............. $1.39
Meat patty, American cheese and ham with all the
trimmings including tomato.

Thank you for your patronage.
See. you in January.
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MARY ,WHAT'S

Conference from page 1 - - - - - - - - - program. Scheduled panelists
are:
--Forbes Magazine senior editor Susan Lee.
--E.F. Hutton merger expert
Daniel Good.
--General counsel of CBS
George Vrandenburg.
--Dr. Matthew Stevens of the
Wharton School of Business and
the University of Pennsylvania .
--New Mexico Senator Peter
Domenici.
--Dennis Bracy, vice president
of public relations for the Jay
Rock ey Assoc. in Seattle and
former vice president of governmental relations with Kaiser
Aluminum.
--Industrial psychologist at
UCLA, Dr . Richard Barthol.
For those wishing to see the

This teleconference is the first
of six scheduled this school year.
Other broadcasts are :
--Hazardous Waste Management, Dec. 12 .
--School Law Update , Feb. 13.
--Inexpensive Justice: Using
Small Claims Court to Improve
Cash Flow , Feb. 27 .
--Younger and Older Learners
Together: Solving the Instructor 's Dilemma , March 4 .
--New Directions in Reading
Instruction : Theory and Practice, April 8.

Snow from page
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3 drafts for $1.50
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experiencing right now: a lot ot
precipitation but warmer temperatures as our storms are
building off the coast of California , said Quinn. In the·s e instances, precipitation will be OR the
edge of rain and snow .
We will also ·experience alternations of storms formed in the
Gulf of Alaska . These will bring
us cooler temperatures and snow,
said Quinn .
We will not experience weather
as frigid as November brought
but Quinn has predicted "plenty

of snow.' '
We will have one of the t'op five
snowiest winters and maybe the
all-time snowiest, said Quinn.
Eight out of ten winters in which
there has been one month receiving over 25 inches of snowfall, has
had over 70 inches of snow. The
other two have gotten over 60
inches. The average is 50 inches
and the record, set in the winter
of 1949-50 is 93 inches .
November saw 24.7 inches of
snow, and that's close enough to
25 for Bob Quinn.

II

LET THE SEARCH
BEGIN WITtl US!

·

l'-'-------'---------------

sea surface temperatures and
their influences on air-flow patterns is a rapidly expanding
meteorological and oceanographical study, according to Quinn.
The greatest reliability of sea
surf ace temperatures affecting
ea rly winter weather patterns is
when warm water exists in the
Gulf of Alaska as does now.
As the winter progresses, the
storm track will grow stronger,
creating a tendency for an increase in south-westerly air-Jlow
patterns, which is what we are

cursjons . He says snowboarding
has qualities that appeal to college students--mainly that it's fun
and fairly inexpensive compared
to other winter sports like skiing.
Snowboarding can be done on
as little as three inches of snow,
anywhere from your own backyard to the mountains, Wallace
said.
Anyone interested in learning
more about this exhilarating
- sport can contact Dave Wallace
at (509)684-4660.

MARK BAIER

.

~
I
,,

Snowboarding inexpensive;
appeals to college tastes
Snowboarding, the art of surfing on snow, is a sport that
originated about 15 years ago,
and former EWU student Dave
Wallace is trying to generate a
greater interest in the sport in
this area .
Wallace, who plac~d third in
the world in the snowboarding
"half-pipe" event in 1985, was on
campus recently to demonstrate
the art of snowboarding and
trying to form a group of students
interested in snowboarding ex-

WRON6 W 1TH 008?

show live at the production site in
city hall, seating is limited to 200.
But, Hille said, if people contact
the Spokane Center " we will do
our best to accommodate people
who want to see it. "

DON'T WORRY CINIJ
YfA

IT HAPPEN~ EVERY
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THURSDAY , DEC. 5, 3:00 p.m.
in room #236, Martin Hall. An
informational meeting and a
chance to examine your lifestyle to determine whether or
not you have an eating dis•
order and how to overcome it.
Third Thursday of every month!
Karen McKinney & Susan ,
:.;enter for Psychological Services, 359-2366.
SECURE JOB now for next term .
Earn $30-50 per day assisting
students applying for credit cards.
1-800-932-0528:

WORD PROCESSING-We'll be ·
your typist, styleguide, dictionary
and printer. Report cover included. Fast , accurate, reliable. Spokane Valley, easy 1-90 access.
928-2719.
OVERSEAS JOBS .. .Summer, yr.
round. Europe, S. Amer., Australia,

Asia. All fields. $900-2000 mo.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC,
PO Box 52-W'A2, Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625 .

THE REAL SCIENCE OF O.C.S.
IS TO HELP YOU DISCOVER
1HE LEADER IN YOU.

Arm'y Officer Candidnte
School (0.C.S .) is a 14-week challenge that will make you dig deep
inside yourself for mental and
physical toughness. For stan1ina
and courage.
It isn't easy. But you 'II discover
what's inside you. You'll know you
have what it takes to lead. You 'll
come out a trim, fit commissioned
officer in the Anny, ready to exercise
leadership skills civilian companies
put a premium on.
If you 're about to get y6ur
degree in engineering or science, it could be your next science should
be 0.C.S. Call your Army Recruiter.

.#.a..

.

Staff Sergeant Truitt
456-3797

ARMY.
BE Al-(YOU CIM .BE.

